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. s. ... l. . . s. LASAL is also a software partner for the aforementioned Microsoft tools as Excel or Access. LASAL DLLs LASAL Class libraries are used as control program to operate the LASAL safety devices and sensors in the field in the controllers of the products. LASAL Class libraries LASAL LIBRARIES are designed to control safety devices such as safety switches, safety relays or emergency stop devices,
and for influencing safety systems such as fire or explosion protection devices or air or gas supply protection devices. Lib1x Lib1x is a control program for the LASAL 1 and LASAL 2 devices. Lib1x can be used for IEC 60947 communication between LASAL 2 and PC and other safety devices Lib4x Lib4x provides control programs for more than 50 safety devices. Devices that can be controlled with Lib4x are

simple to complex. LibDoc LibDoc is a programming interface for LASAL to control safety devices such as simple single pole single throw (SPST) or double pole single throw (DPST) relays. LibDoc can be used for communication between the remote and the local terminal. It can even be used for IEC 60947 communication between LASAL 2 and PC. LibBase LibBase is a control program for LASAL
independent devices such as vacuum switches or pressure switches. LibBase can be used for IEC 60947 communication between LASAL 2 and PC. LibHC LibHC is a program interface for LASAL independent devices such as vacuum switches or pressure switches. LibHCS LibHCS is a controller program for the LASAL HC system. The . LibHCS is the control program used in FIELDCALLS. LibDL LibDL is a

program interface for LASAL’s DL safety devices. The . LibDL is the control program used in FIELDCALLS. LibF LibF is a program interface for LASAL Fire detection and suppression devices. LibGD LibGD is a program interface for LASAL Gas detection devices. LibGT LibGT is a program
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Downloads - Support Tools - Systems Solutions - Software For smart-PMOD on Windows, you can download it from the web link. For smart-PMOD on Linux, you can download it from the web link below: Record All Your Conversations in English and French Record All Your Conversations in English and French Download PDF Below. Got a Business that needs more Clients? Find out how to increase the
number of your customers by receiving commercial personal messages in English and French. Attention to your customers! Record their conversations. Speak to them in their language. Use the recording software in English and French in your web browser. Send them a commercial message. Welcome to visit 18 words, 3 seconds Every day, more than 3 seconds, we are immersed in the digital world of emails,

messages, social networks and websites. But you have probably noticed that you have lost a part of your real life in this world. You lose your freedom. More and more people are afraid of freedom. With the FLISP applications, you can record all of your conversations with friends, partners, employees, customers or potential customers using your computer web browser or mobile phone. FLISP is an independent
project that provides free software for recording and analyzing your conversations in real time, non-intrusively and without slowing you down or disturbing your life. You can now record, send or receive audio messages in real time. The software is online for free and open. Any body can use it. It works at the speed of a real human being. You can record up to 3 seconds of your conversations from over 10 different

conversations simultaneously. You can play your recordings back and store it in a large archive. Your conversations will be recorded and stored, in REAL TIME, in 5 languages - English, French, Spanish, Italian and German You can choose to listen to your 3da54e8ca3
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